A Step Further
From Fantasy
By: Lady Álfrún ketta
(aka Umm Hurayrah bint Khalid)

What Do We Wear?
•

Things you tend to see on dancers in the SCA:
– Modern Dance Attire
•
•
•
•

ATS style costuming
Coin belts and bras
Fantasy “Gypsy” attire
Folkloric dance costume

– Modern ethnic costume

• Inexpensive (but often lovely!) imports from India
• Antique pieces (often from central Asia)

– Costumes inspired by post-period art

• Orientalist art of the 19th century
• Victorian and harem fantasy
• Art that’s close too, but outside, of the SCA time
frame
• Often Middle Eastern costumes inspired by
movies fall into this category as well

– Basic Middle Eastern garb

• Items of proper cut and construction that are
passably period, even if not detailed enough to fit
one specific culture or era

– Historical Reproductions

• Not limited to late period Ottoman and Persian!

Modern Dance Attire

ATS and fantasy “Gypsy” costumes (and Ghawazee Coats!)

Folk or Ethnic Costume

Modern Banjara costumes from India

Girls from Malesia e Gjakoves
(Ottoman Costume; From Textile to
Identity)

19th Cent. Ottoman Vest. Image
captured from DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Post-Period Art
•

A great many of misconceptions come from
Orientalist art of the 19th century

– Many of these works were not even true to costume of their
own time period, let alone that of the SCA
– They were a product of Victorian fantasy which often
misrepresented fact in favor of exotic fantasy
– These images still influence dance costuming today
– Beware Victorian era costume books

•

There are quite a few paintings that are significantly
out of period, but people commonly use as
references. Try looking for images within the SCA
timeframe (600-1600 C.E.) or those that fall just
out of it (I personally try not to use sources beyond
1650 C.E.).
– 18th century art, as well as some things just beyond
the edge of our period

• In these works of art you often see amazing sleeves and harem
pants. Additionally, the U-shaped neckline becomes more
common in these later works.
• Dancers appear in very few pieces of period art. Keep in mind
that many of the dancers in these images are actually men.

Victorian Era Art

Ghawazee of Cairo
David Roberts, 19th century

An Algerian and Her Slave
Ange Tissier, 1860

Post-Period Art

Woman from Istanbul, 1720 (9000
Years of Anatolian Woman)

Ottoman dress as portrayed by a
French Illustrator in 1801 (Ottoman
Costume; From Textile to Identity)

Post-Period Art
•

Hub

Costumes Turcs Vol Í, 1790
(British Museum, used with
permission)

Hubanname ve Zenanname, by Fail
Enderuni, 1793 (Turkish Cultural
Foundation)

Comparison of Period and
Post-Period Ottoman Paintings

Turkish woman, 1600. Image
captured from the British Library
Website and used with permission.

Woman from Istanbul, 1725 (9000
Years of Anatolian Woman)

Comparison of Persian
and Ottoman Costume

Two images, both from A briefe relation of the Turckes, their kings, Emperors, or
Grandsigneurs, their conquests, religion, customes, habbits, etc. (1618) The image on
the left represents a Persian woman while the one on the right is a Turkish woman.
Even in this stylized art you ca see the flow of the Persian garment and the wider,
bell-shaped appearance of the Ottoman. The Ottoman coat shows a facing as well
as a lining, while the Persian coat has only a lining.

Comparison of Indoor
and Outdoor Costumes

Left, a Turkish woman in outdoor costume from A briefe relation of the Turckes, their
kings, Emperors, or Grandsigneurs, their conquests, religion, customes, habbits, etc.
(1618)
Right: A Turkish woman in indoor costume. (c.1600 from the British Library)

If You Want to Take the
Next Step…
•
•
•

•
•

Do some research, learn what is period for yourself.
Talk to the lovely Laurels in the SCA who specialize
in these fields, often you will find them more than
willing to assist you.
There is more out there than Ottoman and Persian.
One reason so many dancers choose these cultures
is because they want a more fitted garment, and
something reads easily as dance costume. There is
nothing wrong with that, but remember that there is
a wealth of other things to explore.
Start to revolutionize your wardrobe a bit at a time.
Some items you have already could be converted or
used while you “upgrade”.
Try to adopt an open mind when it comes to certain
items. Try to look at things from the perspective of
someone living in that culture.

•

If You Want to Take the
Next Step…

There is no such thing as “generic Middle Eastern”,
however, if you have not yet decided on a period/
place or are doing ME as an alternate persona, here
are some ideas:
– You can never go wrong with a Tunic

• In many times and regions of the Middle or Near East
there were tunics/gowns, as well as caftans
• Long tunic with a simple belt could have you covered for
so many places/times
• Tunic with pants is also appropriate for some areas/
times
• If you opt to make a new tunic, do it with rectangular
construction rather than a T-tunic...that is the first step
to taking your impression further

Icon of Saint Endocia, 10th century
(9000 Years of Anatolian Woman)

Dancing Girls, Wall Painting, Iran 836-839 CE (Women’s Costume of the
Middle East)

Above: Tunic, 9th-10th century Abbasid. Image
captured from DiscoverIslamicArt.org
Left: 13th Century Concubine from al-Jazari’s “Kitab
fi Marifet el-Hiyal el Handasiya” (9000 Years of
Anatolian Woman)

Fabric Colors, Prints
and Patterns
•

•

•

•

•

True period style brocaded silks are near
impossible to come by and amazingly expensive.
There are, however, other options that can simulate
period fabrics in either texture or pattern.
Consider the final purpose of your garment. Is it for
court? Will you be dancing in it? What is the weather
like when/where you will wear it? These things
should influence your fabric choices.
Color will be influenced by the culture you choose
to portray. If you have not yet made that decision,
consider rich shades, jewel tones, even some brights
and pastels would work for a first coat.
– Note that black and deep, dark blues and purples
were often used for mourning or were worn by a very
pious individual

Patterned fabric is an excellent choice as quite a few
amazing patterns were evidenced in period. Look
for large, sofa-sized patterns for Ottoman looks,
and perhaps smaller regular patterns for Persian.
Geometric patterns work as well. Avoid modern
paislies and many of the scattered patterns you see
in today’s brocades.
Keep in mind your colors and patterns do not need
to match in the modern sense!

Pants - Beyond the Poof
•

Move beyond harem pants. Try out salwar or a
loose pant with a straight leg.

– You can alter your existing harem pants to give them a
more period silhouette
– I recommend Master Rashid’s salwar pattern (which is
available online)

Ottoman Salwar, Late 16th Century. (Style and Status)

Left (Persian): Detail from Ladies
Preparing a Picnic, by Shah Tahmasp,
1575. (Hunt for Paradise)

Below (Persian): Detail from Girl
Smoking, Mid 17th Century, attributed to
Muhammad Qasim (Topkapi
Manuscripts)

Left (Ottoman): A young girl. The Habits
of the Grand Signor's Court. 1620 (British
Museum, used with permission)

Below (Ottoman): Detail A briefe
relation of the Turckes, 1618, Peter Mundy
(British Museum, used with permission)

If You Want to Take the
Next Step…
•

Choose your undergarments wisely

– Many non-period Middle Eastern Chemises seen in
the SCA have a deep V neck, or are even a raglan
style sleeve that sits off the shoulder. Choose the
former over the latter until you can make or purchase
a new undergarment.
– The high round neckline of a period gomlek or undertunic can really make a difference in your overall
“look”. So this would be an inexpensive, and easy to
make, initial “upgrade”.
– There are still a nice variety of sleeve options and
trimmings to personalize your look (long sleeves,
straight sleeves, bell sleeves, bands of trim)

•

Coats

If You Want to Take the
Next Step…

– The Ghawazee coat is the ubiquitious garment of the Middle
Eastern Dancer in the SCA. However, it actually dates to well
out of our time period. It is not a bad choice for a period hafla
if you have one already but if you are interested in moving into
a more period look you will want to choose a more accurately
cut coat rather than the Ghawazee coat or the other
“Dancer’s Coat’s” offered by modern pattern companies.

Above: Samples of some period coat constructions

Image from Folkwear’s
Turkish dancer Pattern

Typical Ghawazee Coat
Construction

Period Image Examples

I Turchi. Codex Vindobonensis 8626
Believed painted between 1586 and 1591 on behalf of Bartolomeo von Pezzen.
Now in the Austrian National Library, Vienna.
Credit: http://greatestbattles.iblogger.org/Ottoman/Album/
Codex_Vindobonensis-Women.htm

Turkish Women, 1600, Ottoman.
Image captured from the British Library website.

Below: Mid 16th Century. Ottoman.
(Kaftanlar)

Above: Early 16th Century. Ottoman.
(Kaftanlar)

Ottoman Entari - 16th/17th Century (Turkish Cultural Foundation)

Ottoman Kaftan - 16th Century
(Style & Status)

Kaftan Fragment, late 16th - early 17th
century. Image captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Detail from Hatifi,
Timurname, 1575.
Persian. (Topkapi
Manuscripts)

Detail from Lovers
Picnicking, Attributable
to Sultan Muhammad,
1527. Persian. (Persian
Paintings)

Left: Detail from A Princely
Couple, Baghdad, 1400-1405.
Persian. (Peerless Images)

Below: Detail from Life in the
Country, Baghdad, 1539-43.
Persian. (Peerless Images)

If You Want to Take the
Next Step…
•

•

Don’t give up on that ghawazee coat just yet! While
it is not perfect, its still a rather decent option to
someone just getting started or someone for whom
costuming is not their first priority.
Ghawazee coats can also be layered with other
garments to help create a lovely period look.

– Wear a choli over your chemise, but under your
Ghawazee (or period) coat. This can mimic layers
(and if you want less to wear while dancing, you can
always remove a layer).
– Wear you Ghawazee coats in layers or wear one with a
period entari over it. Again, you can dispose of layers
if it becomes too warm!
– Many Ghawazee coats have slits up the sides and
back, sewing those up can greatly alter its
appearance.

Pulling a Look Together
•

A well composed period outfit can easily be
diminished by choosing the wrong accessories for
the ensemble. Consider the details in period art, as
well as museum displays and images from antiquities
auctions (which often have period jewelry for sale).
From these sources you can get many ideas for
accessories that fall within the SCA timeframe.
– Jewelry

• Yes, some women wore their dowry; but not all women in
the Middle or Near East went about bedecked in coins
• Ottoman women often wore gold bracelets, which could
even be used as money
• While we all love Kuchi jewlery, remember that, even
though antique to us, most of the pieces we have access
too are still relatively new and are actually from
Afghanistan, Pakistan and India
• Choose subtle jewelry over garish for most cultures
• Many Indian vendors on eBay have lovely delicate
necklaces that are gold plated and have a very nice look
to them. Also, beads and pearls work as well!

Left: Detail from a miniature of a
fairy by Veli Can - 1550-75.
Persian.

Detail from Girl Smoking, Mid
17th Century, attributed to
Muhammad Qasim. Persian.
(Topkapi Manuscripts)

Left: Detail from A Verse Analogy,
1574-8. Persian. (Topkapi Manuscripts)

Algerian earrings, 1130-1269. Image
captured from DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Earrings, 11th Century, Fatamid. Image
captured from DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Single Earring, 11th Century,
Fatamid. Image captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Pendant, 11th century Fatamid. Image
captured from DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Below: Necklace, Nasrid
Dynasty, 14-15th century
Spain. Image captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Gold Bracelets, 11th century Fatimid.
Image captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Detail Lady with a Fan, by
Riza, 1590. Persian.
(Peerless Images)

Detail from Seated Princess
with a Spray of Flowers,
attributed to Mirza ‘Ali,
1540. Persian. (Hunt for
Paradise)

– Belts

• Tassel belts as we know them are not period, as they are
a modern ATS device adopted initially from camel
tassels and Berber horse trappings
• In many cultures in period, the belt, if worn at all, was at
the natural waist, and not on the hips
• Triangular hip scarves and broad sashes are well past
the scope of the SCA
• What are your better choices?
– No belt at all!
– Sashes, could have been embroidered or have tassels on
the end. One could use a variety of fabrics for them
including linen or silk.
– Plaque belts

Gold Thread Embroidered Sash, mid 16th
cent. Ottoman. (Palace of Gold and
Light)

Belt Detail -Turkish Woman,
1600, Ottoman.
Image captured from the British
Library website.

Above: Bejeweled Ivory belt, 16th century.
Image captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Above: Detail from A Verse Analogy,
1574-8. Persian. (Topkapi Manuscripts)
Left: Silk sash with tasseled ends worn
over hirka

– Headwear

• Turbans were worn by men, though simple headwraps
could be appropriate for some women
• Veils

– A simple veil is a good choice for many places
– Most women, even if they did not veil their faces, still did
cover their hair

• Hats - there were a variety of hats worn by Persian and
Ottoman women in period
• Braidcases

Aigrette, 16th century. Image
captured from
DiscoverIslamicArt.org

Detail from Girl Smoking, Mid
17th Century, attributed to
Muhammad Qasim. Persian.
(Topkapi Manuscripts)

Hat Details -Turkish Women, 1600, Ottoman.
Image captured from the British Library website.

Above: Detail from Destin-I Ferruh u
Huma, 1601. (Topkapi Manuscripts)

Left: Detail from Hatifi,
Timurname, 1575.
Persian. (Topkapi
Manuscripts)

Right: Detail from A Verse Analogy,
1574-8. Persian. (Topkapi Manuscripts)

Below: Detail from Amir Khusraw
Dihlavi, 1490, Persian. (Topkapi
Manuscripts)

Right: Detail from Khusraw and Shirin
Enthroned, 1446, Persian. (Topkapi
Manuscripts)

Right: Detail from Qay’s
First Glimpse of the Fair
Lalya, Attributable to
Muzaffar ‘Ali, 1556-65.
Persian. (Persian Paintings)

Left: Detail from Majnun Eavesdrops on
Layla’s Camp, Attributable to Shaykh
Muhammad, 1556-65. Persian. (Persian
Paintings)

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Things to Keep
in Mind

Often our focus changes as we learn more and meet new people.
While many start dancing because it is fun, quite a few individuals
eventually decide to make a Middle or Near Eastern culture their
primary persona.
Few people, when they start out, immediately pull off a closet of
perfectly composed outfits. It takes time and research, and
honestly, it may not be your thing. That being said, no one
should ever berate you for your choice of garb, it is
disrespectful.
Likewise, to show up at an event (when you are well beyond the
newbie stage) in something blatantly modern, is also
disrespectful. Not everyone is interested in building a collection
of the most authentic garb possible. And, there are times and
places where there is more leeway in what you can wear. But
there are also times when you can really aid the atmosphere, not
only for yourself, but for everyone, by taking that next step.
Wear what you like, and are comfortable in, but try to promote
the appropriate atmosphere for a given event. And most of all,
know what you are wearing. Know where it came from. Know
whether its period or not. A new person might ask you about it
and you want to give the best information possible, even if the
item is not “Period”.
Just because we wish something was the way we want it, doesn’t
mean it was. Do some research, talk to people, and gather some
facts!
We are all here to have fun. It is important, however to remember
that everyone has a different definition of fun. What is a joy to
some, is an annoyance to others. We all need to take time to be
not only more understanding, but more willing to participate on a
variety of levels. Sometimes it is good to take a step away and
think about what one can do, to not only truly participate, but to
create that atmosphere that others may also enjoy.
And most importantly… Have fun!
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